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Exhibition celebrates wartime
artist famous for Mills & Boon
covers
Elizabeth Friedlander, whose design career flourished after she fled
Nazi Germany, honoured in Ditchling retrospective

Maev Kennedy
Tue 26 Dec 2017
06.00 GMT

Elizabeth Friedlander’s drawings for a Mondadori ad in 1937. Photograph: Elizabeth
Friedlander/Courtesy of the Ditchling Museum

Few will recognise the name Elizabeth Friedlander but many may be surprised to discover

they have examples ofthe artist’s work at home, in the thousands of books, cards, posters

and advertisements she designed, or even text set in Elizabeth-Antiqua, the font she

created.

Perhaps Friedlander’s most famous work is the classic volumes of the 1950s and 60s she

designed for publishers including Penguin, Reader’s Digest and Mills & Boon.

An exhibition opening at the Museum of Art and Craft in Ditchling, East Sussex, in January,

the first devoted entirely to her work, will include some of her more recognisable work as

well as delicate handpainted geometric designs for covers and endpapers, and commercial

work including technical drawings for cosmetics.

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/maevkennedy
http://www.ditchlingmuseumartcraft.org.uk/event/elizabeth-friedlander/
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When she fled Nazi Germany in 1936, and then a few years later Italy as the net tightening

on Jews made it impossible for her to work, she took three treasures with her: two portfolios

of her work and an early 18th-century Klotz violin that had belonged to her mother. The

items – which stayed with her through her years working in England, and travelled again to

her final home in Ireland – will be on display for the first time at the exhibition.

It will also include some of her wartime work – designs for food and clothing stamps – but

she also worked forging Nazi documents and stamps for the Political Intelligence Unit. She

designed Christmas cards for her colleagues in the unit, but only those in the know could

have realised in 1942 that “The Season’s Greetings from Room 609A” came from within a

secretive government department based at Bush House in London. She was EF; EH was the

author Ellic Howe, an expert in psychological warfare and black propaganda.

The exhibition is curated by the artist Katharine Meynell, who had never heard of

Friedlander until she found a volume of correspondence and original artwork among the

papers of her grandfather Sir Francis Meynell.

He was a poet, printer, socialist and conscientious objector, co-founder of the Nonesuch

Press as well as a friend and patron to Friedlander. He gave her invaluable networking

connections when she came to Britain on the only visa she could get, as a domestic servant,

after repeatedly being refused admission to the United States even though she had offers of

work there.

In the early 60s, Friedlander followed her friend Alessandro McMahon to Kinsale, in Cork,

where she made a circle of artistic friends including the writers Elizabeth Bowen and Molly

Keane, and grew exotic vegetables from seeds imported from Italy. Though failing eyesight

limited her work, she continued to create striking pieces for local friends and firms

including a map showing the best sites for fishermen.

Little was signed, and there are only a handful of photographs, a couple of self-portrait

sketches from her art student days, and one biographical study by Pauline Paucker

published in a limited edition. Meynell spent months going through uncatalogued archive

A printed paper pattern from the Friedlander archive.
Photograph: Elizabeth Friedlander/Courtesy of the Ditchling
Museum
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material in Cork: “I only wanted to put in the things that were really brilliant,” she

explained.

When Friedlander died in 1984, she left her archive and the violin to her friend Sheila

Goldberg, the wife of Gerald Goldberg, who became the first Jewish lord mayor of Cork.

They in turn left the archive to University College Cork, which has loaned most of the

original graphic work, and the beloved violin to the Cork School of Music, which loans it

every year to an outstanding pupil. The violin will be heard again in England for the first

time in more than half a century when it is played at a recital during the exhibition.

Since you’re here …
… we have a small favour to ask. More people are reading the Guardian than ever but

advertising revenues across the media are falling fast. And unlike many news organisations,

we haven’t put up a paywall – we want to keep our journalism as open as we can. So you can

see why we need to ask for your help. The Guardian’s independent, investigative journalism

takes a lot of time, money and hard work to produce. But we do it because we believe our

perspective matters – because it might well be your perspective, too.

I appreciate there not being a paywall: it is more democratic for the media to be available for
all and not a commodity to be purchased by a few. I’m happy to make a contribution so others
with less means still have access to information. Thomasine, Sweden
If everyone who reads our reporting, who likes it, helps fund it, our future would be much

more secure. For as little as £1, you can support the Guardian – and it only takes a minute.
Thank you.
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Designs for Penguin
scores. Photograph: Sam
Moore/Courtesy of The
Ditchling Museum

The Elizabeth Friedlander exhibition will

be at the Ditchling Museum of Art and Craft

from 6 January until 29 April 2018

http://libguides.ucc.ie/friedlander
https://support.theguardian.com/contribute?REFPVID=jfw9oa8o28fs3t5v40zk&INTCMP=gdnwb_copts_memco_kr1_epic_ask_four_earning_control&acquisitionData=%7B%22source%22%3A%22GUARDIAN_WEB%22%2C%22componentId%22%3A%22gdnwb_copts_memco_kr1_epic_ask_four_earning_control%22%2C%22componentType%22%3A%22ACQUISITIONS_EPIC%22%2C%22campaignCode%22%3A%22gdnwb_copts_memco_kr1_epic_ask_four_earning_control%22%2C%22abTest%22%3A%7B%22name%22%3A%22ContributionsEpicAskFourEarning%22%2C%22variant%22%3A%22control%22%7D%2C%22referrerPageviewId%22%3A%22jfw9oa8o28fs3t5v40zk%22%2C%22referrerUrl%22%3A%22https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theguardian.com%2Fartanddesign%2F2017%2Fdec%2F26%2Fexhibition-wartime-artist-famous-mills-boon-covers-elizabeth-friedlander%22%7D
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